2008 Reading Lists: Intermediate 9

This reading list has been given to the library by a unit tutor or is compiled from the 2007/8 Course Booklet. We have placed the list on the internet in the form that we received it.

Please note that the library does not necessarily hold all the books included on this reading list and that only a percentage of items maybe held on the unit Programme Shelf. For location details please consult the library catalogue.

**selected imageography**

– André Breton, Drawings
– Peter Cook and Colin Fournier, Kunsthaus Graz (2001-2003), Graz, Austria
– *Creative Review* (Monthly publication covering the communication arts)
– Shin Egashira, *The English House* (*AA Files* 23), pp. 39-43 + Fish Project
– Max Ernst, Paintings and Drawings
– Toyo Ito, Sendai Mediatheque (1997-2000), Sedaishi, Miyagi, Japan
– Enric Miralles (*El Croquis* 72 [II], 1995)
– Peter Cook, ed., *Morphosis: Buildings and Projects*
– NO. MAD + CERO.9 + ÁBALOS & HERREROS (El Croquis 118, 2004)
– Paul Moorhouse, Bridget Riley (London: Tate, 2003)